We discuss the observability of the lightest neutral Higgs boson in the constrained MSSM (CMSSM), with universal soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters, at hadron colliders such as the Tevatron and the LHC. We take account of the constraints on parameter space provided by LEP, the measured rate of b → sγ decay, the cosmological relic density Ω χ h 2 , and the recent measurement of g µ − 2. We normalize products of the expected CMSSM Higgs production cross sections and decay branching ratios σ × B relative to those expected for a Standard Model Higgs boson of the same mass. In the h → γγ channel, we find that
In this paper, we discuss Higgs observability at the Tevatron and the LHC within the constrained MSSM (CMSSM), in which the soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters are assumed to be universal at some high GUT input scale 1 . In this case, the amount of squark mixing typically does not coincide with that often assumed in previous analyses of MSSM Higgs detectability at the LHC or the Tevatron [5, 6] , and the underlying structure of the CMSSM gives rise to a correlation between the parameters m A , the mass of the CPodd Higgs boson, and tan β, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, which in lowest order determine the Higgs boson phenomenology. As a new element in the discussion of the observability of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson, we introduce the most up-to-date set of experimental and cosmological constraints on the CMSSM parameter space, including those from LEP [1] , b → sγ [7, 8] , cosmological dark matter [9, 10] and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [11, 12] . Whilst in the unconstrained MSSM the detectability of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson is not guaranteed at the LHC even with 300 fb −1 [5] , both the CMSSM universality assumption and the restrictions on the CMSSM parameter space imposed by the above constraints reduce substantially the uncertainty in the detectability of MSSM Higgs bosons at hadron colliders, as we shall see.
The principal mechanisms for light Higgs boson production at hadron colliders considered in this paper are gg → Higgs [13] followed by Higgs → γγ [14] and associatedtt + Higgs production followed by Higgs →bb, which are of interest at the LHC [3] , and W ± * → W ± + Higgs [15] followed by Higgs →bb, which is of interest at the Fermilab Tevatron collider [2] .
A priori, the γγ signal of interest to the LHC is the most model-dependent, since it involves loop diagrams in both the gg-Higgs production vertex and the Higgs-γγ decay vertex. Fermion and boson loops contribute with opposite signs [14] , raising the spectre of cancellations, e.g., for particular values of the stop masses and mixing parameters. The signal also depends inversely on the rate for Higgs →bb, which is the dominant decay mode in the mass range of interest. This can be enhanced in the MSSM, particularly for large tan β, offering the danger of a further suppression in B(h → γγ). On the other hand, the Higgs-tt vertex is relatively model-independent, since the region of very small tan β is experimentally disfavoured. Moreover, the MSSM enhancement of the hbb vertex actually improves the branching ratio for h →bb, so thett + h, h →bb signal at the LHC should be relatively secure.
In the case of the W ± * → W ± + h, h →bb signature of interest at the Fermilab Tevatron collider [2] , it is known that the W ± W ∓ h vertex is generically suppressed in the MSSM relative to the SM by a factor sin 2 (β − α). However, as we discuss in more detail later, this suppression does not occur in the CMSSM, at least in the preferred parameter range that is compatible with all the experimental and cosmological constraints. This observation, combined with the MSSM enhancement of the hbb vertex, suggests a priori that the prospects for h detection via this signature should be no worse than in the SM.
We find in this paper that, in the allowed domain of CMSSM parameter space,
Values as low as 0.5 would be allowed if one relaxed the g µ − 2 constraint, in which case µ < 0 would be permitted, and furthermore abandoned the b → sγ constraint, for example when tan β = 35, A 0 = +m 1/2 and µ < 0. In the W ± + h, h →bb andtt + h, h →bb channels, we find the expected result
, because of the enhancement in the B(h →bb) over its value in the SM. Before describing these results in detail, we first review our treatment of the experimental and cosmological constraints on the CMSSM parameter space. There are interesting constraints from LEP on sleptons, charginos and stops, but the most relevant is that on the Higgs boson itself. In fact, within the CMSSM, the b → sγ and g µ − 2 constraints overshadow the slepton constraint, so we do not discuss it further.
The chargino constraint is also overshadowed, except (among the cases we study) for the choice tan β = 10, µ > 0. The LEP (and Tevatron collider) constraints on stops are also important in the general MSSM context, but not in the CMSSM discussed here. The LEP Higgs constraint within the SM is that m H > 113.5 GeV, and, as is well known, there is a hint of a signal with mass 115.0
−0.9 GeV [1] . In contrast to the unconstrained MSSM, for which the Z 0 Z 0 h coupling is strongly suppressed by sin 2 (β − α) in a significant part of the parameter space, this coupling is very close to that of the SM Higgs for almost all possible parameter values in the CMSSM. We find a sizeable suppression of this coupling only for µ < 0, an option disfavoured by the g µ − 2 constraint [12] , in small parameter regions with large tan β and small m 1/2 and m 0 . As a consequence, the SM limit ('observed' value) can be carried over to the CMSSM for most of the parameter space. We allow only CMSSM parameter choices that are consistent with m h > 113 GeV in this case, so as to make some allowance for theoretical uncertainties in the calculation of m h in the CMSSM. We give special consideration to the range m h ∼ 115 GeV, but do not impose any experimental upper limit on the CMSSM Higgs mass. For the regions with a significant suppression of the Z 0 Z 0 h coupling, we apply the bound m h > 91.0 GeV.
The theoretical uncertainties in the CMSSM Higgs mass calculations are at present dominated by the experimental error in the mass of the top quark, since δm h /δm t = O(1). In our analysis below we use as default m t = 175 GeV, but also study the consequences if m t = 170 or 180 GeV.
In the treatment of b → sγ, we follow [10] in our implementation of NLO QCD corrections at large tan β [8] . We assume the 95% confidence-level range 2.33 × 10 −4 < B(b → sγ) < 4.15×10 −4 [7] , and we accept all CMSSM parameters sets that give predictions in this range, allowing for the scale and model dependences of the QCD calculations. We assume R parity conservation, so that the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable. The LSP is expected in the CMSSM to be the lightest neutralino χ, and may have an interesting cosmological relic density Ω χ h 2 . The regions of the CMSSM parameter space allowed by cosmology are taken from [10] , where up-to-date results for large tan β are presented. We accept CMSSM parameter sets that have 0.1 ≤ Ω χ h 2 ≤ 0.3. Lower values of Ω χ h 2 would be allowed if not all the cosmological dark matter is composed of neutralinos.
However, larger values of Ω χ h 2 are excluded by cosmology.
The final constraint that we implement is that on the possible supersymmetric contribution δa µ to the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment g µ − 2 ≡ 2a µ , which we calculate as in [12] . The signal for non-zero δa µ = (43 ± 16) × 10 −10 is considered to be a 2.6-σ effect [11] , and we consider as preferred the 2-σ range 11 × 10 −10 < δa µ < 75 × 10 −10 . More conservatively, one might simply require δa µ ≥ 0, which is sufficient largely to exclude the µ < 0 scenarios we discuss below, that are the only ones for which we find a substantial
CMSSM . For the evaluation of the cross sections and branching ratios, we use the programs FeynHiggs [16] , which contains the diagrammatic results for the complete one-loop and dominant two-loop corrections to the Higgs-boson propagators [17] , and HDECAY [18] . The supersymmetric parameters at the weak scale have been determined from the parameters at the GUT scale using the two-loop renormalization-group equations of [19] . Since FeynHiggs uses internally the physical (i.e. pole) masses of the squarks, it was necessary to convert to them from the DR parameters (see also [20] ). This was done by running all parameters in the mass matrices of the scalar top and bottom quarks down to a renormalization scale equal to the largest of the soft-breaking parameters in each mass matrix (when evaluated at their own scales). The mixing matrices were then diagonalized at this scale to yield the squark masses and mixing angles, which were then transformed into the corresponding on-shell parameters.
We present our results in (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes for the choices tan β = 10, 50 for µ > 0, consistent with g µ −2, and tan β = 10, 35 for µ < 0. We do not consider values of tan β below 10, since in the CMSSM the low-tan β region is severely constrained by the experimental bound on the Higgs-boson mass 2 .
We first consider the signal for σ(gg → h) × B(h → γγ), starting with the default case A 0 = 0 and m t = 175 GeV shown in Fig. 1 . Panels (a) and (b) are for µ > 0 and tan β = 10 and 50, respectively, where the ±2 − σ limits from g µ − 2 are shown as diagonal (red) solid lines. Panels (c) and (d) are for µ < 0 and tan β = 10 and 35, respectively, and there are no g µ − 2 contours because this sign of µ is inconsistent with the measured value of g µ − 2. The 
are relatively rare in the CMSSM, but (ii) they may occur for µ < 0 and large tan β, in which case (iii) they may be avoided by imposing the cosmological and experimental constraints, notably (iv) g µ − 2 and (v) b → sγ.
We now explore the implications of varying the default parameters, starting in Fig. 2 with m t . We display the cases µ > 0, tan β = 50 and m t = 170 GeV in panel (a) and We now explore in Fig. 3 the implications of varying another default parameter, A 0 , 4 The irregularities in the cosmological region in panel (a) etc., and the separations between the dots in panel (b) etc. are due to the finite grid size used in our sampling of parameter space. 5 The effects of varying m t for tan β = 10 are less important, and are not discussed here. : the whole parameter space in the µ < 0 plots is excluded by the g µ − 2 constraint [11, 12] . The near-vertical solid, dotted and dashed (black) lines are the m h = 113, 115, 117 GeV contours. The light shaded (pink) regions are excluded by b → sγ [7, 8] . The (brown) bricked regions are excluded since in these regions the LSP is the chargedτ 1 . We have also considered the case A 0 = +2 × m 1/2 , but did not find any significant allowed region surviving the constraints from cosmology and b → sγ. We see in panel (a) that the m h and b → sγ constraints are essentially equivalent for this sign of A 0 , and each impose However, this rises to 0.80 once we impose the b → sγ constraint, and we recall that this and all µ < 0 cases are excluded by the g µ − 2 measurement.
Apart from this possibility for reducing the h → γγ signal, which involves discarding some of the principal experimental constraints on the CMSSM, we conclude that the h → γγ mode should be (almost) as easy to detect at the LHC as the corresponding signal for a SM Higgs boson of the same mass.
In view of their potential interest at the Tevatron as well as at the LHC, we have also considered the strengths of the signals for W ± /Z 0 + h, h →bb andtt + h, h →bb. We do not distinguish between the results for these two channels, as we find that, within the constraints we impose on the CMSSM, the
insignificantly from those in the SM. Thus the differences in the signals from those in the SM are essentially controlled by the differences in B(h →bb). It is well known that this is generically enhanced in the MSSM relative to the SM, particularly at large tan β, and this is reflected in our results.
In Fig. 4 the results for the two channels are shown for the default case A 0 = 0 and m t = 175 GeV. Panels (a) and (b) are for µ > 0 and tan β = 10, 50, respectively, while panels (c) and (d) show the case µ < 0 and tan β = 10, 35, respectively. As expected, for all parameter values in Fig. 4 we find a slight enhancement of up to 5% in the W ± /Z 0 +h, h →bb andtt + h, h →bb channels compared to the SM case. An enhancement by up to 10% occurs for µ < 0 and tan β = 35, but the corresponding parameter region is disfavoured by the b → sγ constraint, not to mention g µ − 2. We do not display results for A 0 = 0 and m t = 170, 180 GeV for these channels, since for all parameter regions allowed by the b → sγ constraint we find the same results as in Fig. 4 , i.e. an enhancement compared to the SM value of up to 5%. 6 The effects of varying A 0 for tan β = 10 are also less important. . In all plots m t = 175 GeV has been used, and the notation is the same as in Fig. 1 . Could one, in principle, distinguish a CMSSM Higgs boson from a SM Higgs boson of the same mass, simply by measuring its production cross section? The present LHC goal for measuring luminosity at the parton-parton level is ±5%, and the statistical precision in the h → γγ channel might approach 1%. Thus, if the theoretical error could be neglected, there could be a 2-σ experimental difference between the strengths of the CMSSM and SM signals, which might be strengthened if the luminosity precision goal could be bettered. In the case of the W ± /Z 0 + h, h →bb andtt + h, h →bb channels, there is a further experimental error of about 5% associated with the background subtractions. Thus, distinguishing between the strengths expected in the CMSSM and the SM does not appear feasible in these channels.
We conclude that the lightest CMSSM Higgs boson h should be almost as easy to see as the Standard Model Higgs boson, if one accepts all the present experimental and cosmological constraints. In particular, the previous analyses of the prospects for Higgs searches at the LHC and Tevatron indicate that the h boson should be discoverable with about 10 fb −1 of luminosity at the LHC [3] . If its mass is about 115 GeV, i.e. close to the current SM exclusion bound, it is likely also to be discoverable with 15 fb −1 of luminosity at the Tevatron collider [2] .
